APPENDIX C SAMPLE HEAD OF YEAR DATA PACK
Target Tracker allows schools to effectively manage, record and analyse assessments. A whole school system, it allows the user
to look at data for a single pupil, the entire school or anything in between. Target Tracker is developed and supported by Essex
Local Authority ensuring a close link to the schools using the software.
Tracking Attainment with Statements
The new National Curriculum has set out clear expectations for what children should achieve by the end of each key stage and,
for English, Maths and Science, has provided guidance as to when in each phase this content should be covered. The
programme of study expected end of year outcomes have been adapted to help support practitioners in making their step
judgements over each academic year. These formative statements may be shared with pupils to help define and guide next
steps in learning. As a key time saving element the Target Tracker software has been designed to allow group assessment entry
and reports to get a quick and visual snapshot of pupil achievement.
Definitions of Band Grading
Beginning – Pupil learning is chiefly focussed on the criteria for the band. There may be minimal elements of the previous band
still to gain complete confidence in
Working Within – Pupil learning is fully focussed on the criteria for the band. This is a teacher best fit decision but could be informed by statement assessments between around 40% and 70% achieved.
Secure – Confidence in all of the criteria for the band. There may be pupil learning still focussed on gaining thorough confidence in some minimal elements but the broad expectations for the band have been met

Steps Attainment Summary
Reports will be produced
for:

whole cohort

Individual classes

Groups:

Boys/girls

PP/ Non PP

SEN

And other groups
particular to the cohort
or those with whole
school focus.

APPENDIX C SAMPLE HEAD OF YEAR DATA PACK
Gap Analysis and Pupil Summary Reports are available. These allow class teachers and leaders to analyse
assessments against statements. These have been written by the Essex advisory team, in conjunction with skilled
practitioners currently working in schools. They are based on the assessment criteria given in the DfE 2014
programmes of study and associated appendices and identified by the NAHT as Key Performance Indicators (KPIs).
In Y2 and Y6 statements from the Interim Frameworks for Assessment are used.

The Gap Analysis report shows the spread of
assessments over each statement for groups
of pupils.
The report summarises the assessments for
the currently filtered group with the shaded
strip above each statement indicating how
many pupils have Not Begun, are Working
Towards or have Achieved in each case.
Each coloured strip is shaded proportionally;
white for Not Begun, red for Working
Towards and blue for Achieved.
To see which children are represented by
each strip click on the statement cell. The
screen will update to show the selected
statement and which children are assessed
at each point.
It is a powerful tool to support planning by
identifying areas of the curriculum that may
need more attention for certain groups of
pupils.

The Pupil Summary
displays the assessments for a single pupil
against the statements.
The statements set as
Working Towards have
a red background and
the ones set as
Achieved a blue
background.

